Preface

The 26th International Symposium on Algorithms and Computation (ISAAC 2015) was held during December 9–11, 2015, in Nagoya, Japan. ISAAC is a well-established annual international symposium that covers a wide range of topics in algorithms and theory of computation, and provides a forum for researchers where they can exchange ideas in this active research community.

The technical program of the symposium included 65 contributed papers selected by the Program Committee from 180 submissions received in response to the call for papers. Each submission was reviewed by at least three Program Committee members, possibly with the assistance of external reviewers. Two special issues of Algorithmica and International Journal of Computational Geometry and Applications will publish selected papers among the contributed ones. The best paper award was given to “Trading Off Worst and Expected Cost in Decision Tree Problems” by Aline Saettler, Eduardo Laber, and Ferdinando Cicalese. In addition to selected papers, the program also included three invited talks by Constantinos Daskalakis, Ravindran Kannan, and Thomas Rothvoss.

We thank all the people who made this meeting possible: the authors for submitting papers, the Program Committee members and external reviewers for volunteering their time to review the submissions. We would like to extend special thanks to Conference Co-chairs Tomio Hirata and Ken-ichi Kawarabayashi, Organizing Committee members, and all conference volunteers for their dedication that made ISAAC 2015 a successful event.

We would like also to acknowledge the sponsors of ISAAC 2015 for their generous support: Kayamori Foundation of Information Science Advancement, Support Center for Advanced Telecommunications Technology Research (SCAT), The Telecommunications Advancement Foundation, Nagoya University, Special Interest Group on Algorithms (SIGAL) of IPSJ, and the Technical Committee of Theoretical Foundation of Computing (COMP) of IEICE. The symposium was partially supported by the following grants: Grant-in-Aid for Scientific Research on Innovative Areas, Exploring the Limits of Computation (ELC), JST CREST Foundations of Innovative Algorithms for Big Data, and the JST ERATO Kawarabayashi Large Graph Project.

Last but not least, we would like to acknowledge the excellent environment provided by EasyChair, without which an enormous amount of very time consuming work would have been necessary to finish this task.
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